The classical definition of Latin squares is generalized by allowing multiple occurrences of symbols in each row and each column. A perfect (k, I)-Latin square is an N x N array in which any row or column contains every distinct symbol and the symbol at position (i, j) appears exactly k times in the ith row and I times in the jth column, or vice versa. Existence of such squares and the notion of orthogonality for such squares are studied. Several algorithms for constructing such squares are presented.
Introduction and definitions
additional restriction that the entries in each of the two main diagonals are distinct (Fig. 2) .
(2) PandiagonalLatin squares: Pandiagonal Latin squares are Latin squares with the additional restriction that the entries in any generalized diagonal are distinct, where a generalized diagonal is defined as a set of N positions: ((i, j): j-i= c(mod N), 1 rirN} or ((i,j): j+ i=c(mod N), 1 =i&V} for any constant c between 0 and N-1. There are 2N generalized diagonals in a square. An example of a 5 x 5 pandiagonal Latin square is shown in Fig. 3 . It was shown [4, 7] that there is a pandiagonal Latin square of order n if and only if n is not divisible by 2 or 3. Furthermore, Hedayat [6] showed that if n is not divisible by 2 or 3, then there is at least a pair of orthogonal pandiagonal Latin squares. (3) GeneraZized lines: A row, a column, and a pandiagonal are all lines in a Latin square. A generalized line is defined as a collection of N entries of a certain shape in a NX N square [8] . Figure 4 shows two examples of generalized lines. A Latin square with generalized lines is one in which the square is partitioned into generalized lines (tesselation) and all the entries in each generaliied line are distinct. Figure  5 shows an example for the "I-shaped" generalized lines. Shapiro [S] studied the conditions and the shapes of generalized lines for such Latin squares to exist.
(4) Generalized Latin rectangles: The three kinds of Latin squares described above are all special subsets of the classical Latin squares. There is a notable generalization of the classical notion to that of Latin rectangles [l, 2]_ A generalized Latin rectangle is a two-dimensional array with each entry being a box filled by several symbols. In such a rectangle, each row or column consists of boxes and there is no arrangement of symbols in each box. A (p, q&-Latin rectangle is a generalized Latin rectangle in which each box is filled by precisely x symbols in such a way that each symbol occurs at most p times in each row and at most q times in each column. An example is shown in Fig. 6 . An exact (p, q,x)-Latin rectangle is a (p, q,x)-Latin rectangle with exactly p occurrences of each symbol in a row, and q occurrences of each symbol in a column. An example is shown in Fig. 7 . Anderson and Hilton [l, 21 show how to construct exact (p, q, x)-Latin rectangles and how to construct a bigger one from a given smaller one.
In this paper we shall generalize the classical definition by allowing multiple occurrences of symbols. Let rii denote the number of times the symbol aii appears in the ith row, and cii the number of times in thejth column. The rii and cii occurrences of aii will be referred to collectiirely as an rij-occurrence and a CO.-occurrence of aij. Thus we also say that the ith row contains an rii-occurrence of aii, and the jth column contains a cii-occurrence of aii. According to Definition 1.1, it is obvious that Ir k. Max(rG,cti) and 1= Min(rii, cii) for every symbol aii (1 I i,j~N). (That is, either rii= k, cii = I or rv=l, +=k.) Figure 9 shows an example of a perfect (2,l )-Latin square of order 12. Note that there are significant differences between the perfect Latin squares studied in this paper and the exact Latin rectangles mentioned above in variation (4). They become the same only when p = q and x = 1 in an exact Latin rectangle and k = 1 =p in a perfect Latin square. However, if k = I, and k divides iV, we can easily construct a perfect (k,l)-Latin square of order N by replacing each entry in a classical Latin square of order N/k with a k x k subarray of that entry as shown in Fig. 10 . On the other hand, it is obvious that there is no perfect (k, &Latin square for k=l, if k does not divide N. We study in this paper the existence and construction of perfect (k,f)-Latin squares with k>f. Note that a classical Latin square is trivially a perfect ( 1,l )-Latin square.
We also generalize the notion of orthogonality from classical Latin squares [3,5] to perfect (k, &Latin squares. 
Preliminary lemmas
For each symbol t E { 1,2, . . . , D}, let e, denote the total number of times the symbol t appears in A. hold. Furthermore, the inequalities become equalities for every t E { 1,2, . . . , D} iff A is perfect.
Proof. We label each aii with an ordered pair (xii, yij) such that xii= k, and yti=l if rii< I; and xii = 1 and yii = k otherwise. For any symbol t E { 1,2, . . . , D) we add up the first components of the labels associated with all the occurrences of t in the ith row:
; xjj. 
l?ij=f
The equalities hold iff rii = l or rij = k. Consequently, adding up the sums for all N rows we obtain c xii' Nkl.
!si,jsN aij=t
(1)
Equality holds iff rii = I or rii = k for all 15 i, jr N.
Similarly, we add up the second components of the labels associated with the symbol t in the jth column:
There are two cases:
Case 1: ciis 1. Then since yij" k, ii y,qk<lk.
ajj=t
The equality holds iff yii= k and ~'1, which is equivalent to rii>l, cii= 1, or cti=k=l.
Case 2: c,>l. Then rij' 1, which implies that yij=l. It follows that
The equality holds iff cti = k, and rti' 1.
Now add up the sums for all N columns:
(2)
The equality holds iff either cii = k, r+ 1, or cii = 1, rii> 1 or cii = k = 1. Combining
(1) and (2), we obtain c (x,+y,+2Nkl
Isi,jaN aij=t which is e,(k + 1) I 2Nkl or et 5 2Nkl/(k + 1).
The equality holds iff either cii= k, rv=l or cii= 1, rii= k. In other words, the equality holds (for every symbol t) iff A is perfect. If A is perfect, we shall use E to denote the total number of times any symbol t appears in A: E= el = e2 = e =...=e,=ZNkl/(k+l). Proof. We note that A remains perfect for any row or column permutation of A.
Let us permute the columns such that all the columns that contain k-occurrences of t are placed to the left of all the columns that contain I-occurrences of t:
where ci (1 I ic W) are columns that contain k-occurrences of t, and di (1 I ir L) are columns that contain I-occurrences of t. Since every symbol in { 1,2, . . . , D} appears in each column of A, we have W+ L =N. Thus, by Lemma 2.1, kW+fL=E=2Nkl/(k+I), W=Nl/(k+I), L=Nk/(k+l).
Using a similar row permutation, we can obtain the same results for rows. 0 Proof. Suppose column a and b contain ml, m2 k-occurrences and tt , tz f-occurrences, respectively, then:
N=m,k+t,l=mzk+tzi.
Since any column contains every symbol in { 1,2, . . . , D}, m, + t, = m2 + tz = D, and ml-m2= -(tl-t2). 
Existence theorems
Since the case k= I is trivial, for the rest of this paper we shzil assume k> I unless otherwise specified. Let V= (Q: 15 i,j< k+ I) be a set of (k+ I)' distinct symbols. We divide V into k + I groups: K:.={ui,j: lSjSk+l} (llilk+l).
For each group, we construct a (k + I) x (k + I) classical Latin square: We now transform GLU and Car into a perfect (k,I)-Latin square of order N= 2kf(k+I).
We proceed as follows:
Step 1. Construct an +N x +N= kl(k + I) x kl(k + I) array Q. Expand each symbol in GLu into a k x 1 array of that symbol. Let Q be the expanded Gru . Since GLU is a f(k + I) x k(k + I) array, Q is a k&k + 1) x k&k + I) = +N x +N array. It is obvious that there is a k-occurrence of each symbol in the columns and an I-occurrence of each symbol in the rows of Q. Figure 11 shows the structure of Q, where Li is the expanded version of Li.
Step 2. Construct a perfect (k,f)-Latin sqnare A:
where H will be obtained from GnL. We define a super-row to be a row whose entries are subarrays, and similarly a super-column whose entries are subarrays. For example, GLU contains 1 super-rows with Li (15 is k+ l) being their entries.
We make the following observations: (a) Any super-row in GLo followed by any super-row in GaL can be transformed are put together as the second group of k rows, and so on (see Fig. 12 ). (Note that each group has k rows that will match the k rows in Q that come from a single row of GLU by expansion.) Let G iL be the array obtained from rearrangement of the rows of CR,_.
(2) Expand Gi, by replacing each symbol with a 1 x k block. The expanded version of G&_ is denoted H'. Since Gar has Z(k+ I) columns, H' is a k(k+ I) x k&k + I) array. By observation (a), any super-row of Q followed by H' contains exactly (k + Z)2 distinct symbols in each of rows. Furthermore, for any symbol t in H' there is a k-occurrence of t in the row, and an Z-occurrence of t in the column that contain t.
(3) Construct H:
Note that any column of H contains an I-occurrence of each symbol. From (2) it is clear that every row in [Q H] contains exactly (k+Z)2 distinct symbols. It is also clear that for any symbol t in Q there is a k-occurrence of t in the column, and an f-occurrence of t in the row that contain t. Also, for any symbol t in H, there is an I-occurrence of tin the column, and a k-occurrence oft in the row +.hat contain t. Since each Li in Gru is expanded into Ik columns, and each Ri in Gar is expanded into lk columns, by observation (b), have exactly (k + Z)2 distinct symbols in each column. Furthermore, for any symbol t at position (i,j) there is a k-occurrence in the&h column, and an Z-occurrence in the ith row; or a k-occurrence in the ith row, and an I-occurrence in thejth column depending on whether (i,j) is in Q or H.
From the above discussion, it follows that is a perfect (k,l)-Latin square. q Example 3.2. We shall show the steps to construct a (2,l j-square of order 12. Note that D=N(k+1)/2kl=9.
Step 1. Step 2. Proof. Let U,, U,, . . . , Ui, . . . , 47, be perfect (k, &Latin squares of order N= 2kl(k+I) with pairwise disjoint sets of symbols in the squares. Then is a perfect (k,f)-Latin square for N=Zhkl(k+I).
Cl
Examining the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have the following observations that will be useful in our discussion of orthogonal perfect (k, O-Latin squares in Section 5.
(i) The classical Latin square Gi can be of any form, not necessarily the specific one shown in Theorem 3.1; so can arrays G, and the corresponding CL and Ga whose entries are Gi, Ei, and Ri, respectively.
(ii) The array Li can be formed by choosing any k columns from Gi arbitrarily. Furthermore, this choice does not affect the set of k-occurrences nor the set of f-occurrences in any column in the resultant perfect (k,l)-Latin square A. This is to say that if column i of A contains a k-occurrence of t, then it still contains a k-occurrence of t when a different Li is used.
(iii) The array GLU can be formed by choosing any 1 super-rows from CL arbitrarily. (Car_ will then be defined accordingly by choosing the other k super-rows from CR.) This change does not affect the set of k-occurrences nor the set of f-occurrences of any row in the resultant perfect (k,l)-Latin square.
(iv) Each entry in GLU is expanded into kl entries in Q, and into 2kl entries in the resultant perfect (k,/)-Latin square; so does each entry in GRL. All other entries in CL or CR are not used in the resultant perfect {k,l)-Latin square. Proof. First, we construct a (p,q)-square CI' of order N'=2pq(p+q) using the algorithm in Theorem 3.1. Second, we construct a perfect (k, O-Latin square (/ as shown below:
. .
(i rows x i columns).
Then U is a perfect (k, &Latin square of order N= 2ipq(p + q). Using the same expansion method in Corollary 3.3, we obtain a perfect (k, I )-Latin square of order N=Zhipq(p+q). Cl It is easy to see that Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 are special cases of Theorems 3.5 and 3.6, respectively.
Further existence problems
From now on, we need to study the case in which p + q and 2i are not relatively prime. We have already shown that there exist perfect (k, I )- Proof. Suppose there is such a square U. Let t be any symbol in U. By Lemma 2.2, there are W=Nl/(k+ I)#0 columns and W rows that contain a k-occurrence of t. Consider the entry at the intersection of one of these columns and one of these rows. This entry cannot be the symbol t. Otherwise, k = I which is a contradiction. However, this entry cannot be any other symbol either. Since M= 1, the row and the column would not contain a k-occurrence of this symbol, which contradicts the fact that U is perfect. Thus, U does not exist. Cl For the case M=2 the answer to the existence question is a positive one. An interesting example is shown in Fig. 13 . In this example, D = 8, p = k = 3, q = I = 1, i=l, N=pq(p+q)=12, M=2, a=lf2hi. By Theorem 3.5, we can construct a (3, I)-square of order N=24, which is the smallest perfect (k,I)-Latin square the algorithm in Theorem 3.5 can construct. We also notice that the squares constructed according to the algorithms in Theorems 3.1 and 3.5 have some regular patterns in which symbols appear in blocks. However, in the example shown in Fig. 13 , such regularity is not evident. A complete study of the case M= 2 is quite lengthy and will be presented in a forthcoming paper [9] . The case M> 2 is yet unexplored. Proof. For each classical Latin square A in S, we will give a systematic procedure to construct a corresponding perfect (k, &Latin square UA with the property that if A and B are orthogonal classical Latin squares in S, then UA and UB will be orthogonal perfect (k, O-Latin squares. Let {1,2, . . ..p+q) be symbols in A ES.
Step 1. Select (p + q)2 distinct symbols, and divide them into p+ q groups: Note that GA and G,! are orthogonal for any i and j (1 (i, jsp+q) .
Step 2. Construct a classical Latin square GA by replacing each symbol i in A with the corresponding square GjA. In the above example, we have: Third, we replace each symbol r in A with U,, and in B with V,. We name them U" and U", respectively. It is easy to see that UA and UB are orthogonal perfect (k,I)-Latin squares of order mN. Cl
